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**Reviewer’s report:**

**Major Compulsory Revisions**

This is a study to investigate the association between iron deficiency anemia and psychiatric disorders. This is a well writing manuscript with clear organization. But there are still some points to be clarified.

1. What is the age of the control group? The authors should add the age distribution of the control group and compute the statistical analysis in Table 2 to demonstrate that there is no age difference between IDA patients and controls.

2. This is a age- and gender-matched study design. What is the reason for adjusting for age and gender in statistical analysis?

3. Although the authors have excluded major physical illnesses when recruiting the control group, how can they determine that the control group really has no iron-deficiency problem? That is, can subjects without major physical illnesses be equal to subjects without any iron-deficiency problem?

4. The National Health Insurance database in Taiwan has recorded the timing of IDA and psychiatric diagnosis. What is the temporal sequence of IDA and psychiatric diagnosis because it may contribute to the understanding of underlying cause relationship?

5. The subjects with IDA may receive treatment for iron deficiency. Is there treatment effect on the association between IDA and psychiatric disorders in the authors’ data?
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